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We consider a two-machine, one-buffer, discrete time production line which is a generalization of earlier
models. The machines have multiple up and down states. When a machine is not blocked or starved, the
transitions among its up and down states are described by Markov chains. An analytical solution of the
transition equations is summarized and numerical results are shown.
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1. Introduction
We consider a two-machine, one-buffer, production line (Figure 1) which is a generalization of
earlier models of Buzacott (1967), Gershwin and Schick (1983), Gershwin (1994), Tolio et al. (2002),
and others. The system operates in discrete time and produces discrete material; it is modeled as
a Markov chain. The buffer is finite. The machines have multiple up and down states. When a
machine is not blocked or starved, the transitions among its up and down states are described by
Markov chains.
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Figure 1 Two-Machine, One-Buffer Line

While there may be many applications of this class of models, there are two recent motivations
for their study. One is the quality/quantity modeling of production lines in Kim and Gershwin
(2005) and Colledani and Tolio (2005). The other is the multiple-part-type decompositions of
Colledani et al. (2003), Jang (2007). In both cases, the decompositions require generalized two-
machine models like those described here. In the first case, the multiple up states are needed to
describe quality changes; in the second, the transitions among the down states are more general
than those considered before.

This paper is a brief summary of an analytic solution of the transition equations. Numerical
results are shown. The complete analysis and results, as well as a review of related literature, can be
found in Gershwin and Fallah-Fini (2007). Tan and Gershwin (2007) have analyzed a two-machine,
one-buffer model with continuous (fluid) material by a similar technique.

2. Model and Notation
In the following, u superscripts and subscripts refer to the upstream machine Mu and d refers
to the downstream machine Md. The state of the system is given by (n,αu, αd), where n is the
number of parts in the buffer, αu is the state of the upstream machine, and αd is the state of the
downstream machine. The set of possible values of these states are
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• n = 0,1, ...,N .
• αu = Υu

1 , ...,Υ
u
Iu

if Mu is up; αu = ∆u
1 , ...,∆

u
Ju

if Mu is down.
• αd = Υd

1, ...,Υ
d
Id

if Md is up; αd = ∆d
1, ...,∆

d
Jd

if Md is down.
Mu is never starved and Md is never blocked. When Mu is not blocked, αu is the state of a

Markov chain. For example, see Figure 2. Similarly for Md when it is not starved.
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Figure 2 Markov Chain Graph of Upstream Machine

Operation-dependence: αu cannot leave an up state if n = N . αd cannot leave an up state if n = 0.

prob
[

αu(t+1) 6= αu(t) | αu(t)∈ {Υu
1 , ...,Υu

Iu
}, n(t) = N

]

= 0
prob

[

αd(t+1) 6= αd(t) | αd(t)∈ {Υd
1, ...,Υ

d
Id
}, n(t) = 0

]

= 0,

In the following, we use i and j with and without a prime for the upsream machine; and k and
l for the downstream machine. The dynamics of αu and αd are given by

ru
ji = prob (αu(t+1) = Υu

i | αu(t) = ∆u
j )

rd
lk = prob (αd(t+1) = Υd

k | αd(t) = ∆d
l )

pu
ij = prob (αu(t+1) = ∆u

j | αu(t) = Υu
i and n(t) < N)

pd
kl = prob (αd(t+1) = ∆d

l | αd(t) = Υd
k and n(t) > 0)

yu
ii′ = prob (αu(t+1) = Υu

i′ | αu(t) = Υu
i and n(t) < N)

yd
kk′ = prob (αd(t+1) = Υd

k′ | αd(t) = Υd
k and n(t) > 0)

zu
jj′ = prob (αu(t+1) = ∆u

j′ | αu(t) = ∆u
j )

zd
ll′ = prob (αd(t+1) = ∆d

l′ |αd(t) = ∆d
l )

where i = 1, ..., Iu; j = 1, ..., Ju;k = 1, ..., Id; l = 1, ..., Jd and similarly for the primed symbols.
Dynamics of n:

n(t+1) = n(t)+ Iu(t+1)−Id(t+1),

where

Iu(t+1) =











1 if αu(t+1)∈
{

Υu
1 , ...,Υ

u
Iu

}

and n(t) < N,

0 otherwise.

and Id(t+1) =











1 if αd(t+1)∈
{

Υd
1, ...,Υ

d
Id

}

and n(t) > 0

0 otherwise.
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2.1. Transition Equations

We seek p(n,αu, αd), the steady-state probabilities of the states (n,αu, αd). We define pΥΥ(n) as
the matrix of p(n,αu, αd) in which αu = Υu

1 , ...,Υ
u
Iu

and αd = Υd
1, ...,Υ

d
Id

. Similarly for pΥ∆(n),
p∆Υ(n), and p∆∆(n).

Internal Equations For n = 2, ...,N − 2, there are a set of four equations for the steady-state
probabilities. For brevity, we show only one:

p∆Υ(n) = ZuT
p∆∆(n+1)Rd +ZuT

p∆Υ(n+1)Y d +P uT
pΥ∆(n+1)Rd +P uT

pΥΥ(n+1)Y d (1)

in which the coefficient matrices are made up of the transition probabilities.
Boundary Equations The equations for p(n,αu, αd) are considerably more complicated for n =

0,1,N − 1,N . For brevity again, we do not display them here.

3. Analysis
3.1. Internal Equations

A product or sum-of-products form solution has worked for the two-machine models cited above.
Therefore, we assume the more general sum-of-products form

p(n,αu, αd) =
M

∑

m=1

cmπm(n,αu, αd), for n = 2, ...,N − 2, where

πm(n,Υu
i ,Υd

k) = Xn
mUm1iUm2k πm(n,Υu

i ,∆d
l ) = Xn

mUm1iDm2l

πm(n,∆u
j ,Υd

k) = Xn
mDm1jUm2k πm(n,∆u

j ,∆d
l ) = Xn

mDm1jDm2l

and Xm, Um1i, Um2k, Dm1j , Dm2l, cm (m = 1, ...,M), and M are constants to be determined. The
m subscript is suppressed wherever possible in the following. The internal form is then

π∆∆(n) = {π(n,∆u
j ,∆d

l )}= XnDuDdT
π∆Υ(n) = {π(n,∆u

j ,Υd
k)}= XnDuUdT

πΥ∆(n) = {π(n,Υu
i ,∆d

l )}= XnUuDdT
πΥΥ(n) = {π(n,Υu

i ,Υd
k)}= XnUuUdT

where Uu,Du,Ud,Dd are vectors Uu = {U1i}, Du = {D1j}, Ud = {U2k}, Dd = {D2l}. Then (1) is

π∆Υ(n) = ZuT π∆∆(n+1)Rd +ZuT π∆Υ(n+1)Y d +P uT πΥ∆(n+1)Rd +P uT πΥΥ(n+1)Y d

= Xn+1

[

ZuT DuDdT
Rd +ZuT DuUdT

Y d +P uT UuDdT
Rd +P uT UuUdT

Y d
]

or

XnDuUdT
= Xn+1

[

DuT Zu +UuT P u
]T

[

DdT
Rd +UdT

Y d
]

(2)

The same analysis can be performed for the other three internal equations. Let us define

Lu = DuT Zu +UuT P u Ku = DuT Ru +UuT Y u

Ld = DdT
Zd +UdT

P d Kd = DdT
Rd +UdT

Y d

Then the internal transitions equations become
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UuUdT
= KuKdT

(3)

XUuDdT
= KuLdT

(4)

X−1DuUdT
= LuKdT

(5)

DuDdT
= LuLdT

(6)

Equations (3) and (6) can be transformed into the following, in which A and B are constants to
be determined.

RuDu +Y uUu −AUu = 0 ZuDu +P uUu −BDu = 0

If A is such that Y u −AIIu
is invertible (where IIu

is the Iu × Iu identity matrix), then

Uu =−(Y u −AIIu
)−1RuDu (7)

so

(Zu −P u(Y u −AIIu
)−1Ru −BIJu

)Du = 0

For this equation to have a solution, the coefficient matrix must have a 0 determinant, or

det(Zu −P u(Y u −AIIu
)−1Ru −BIJu

) = 0

This is one equation in the two unknowns A and B. B is an eigenvalue of the matrix

Zu −P u(Y u −AIIu
)−1Ru. (8)

Then Du is an eigenvector of (8), and Uu is obtained from (7). In the same manner, A and B

must also satisfy

RdDd +Y dUd −A−1Ud = 0 ZdDd +P dUd −B−1Dd = 0

If A is such that Y d −A−1IId
is invertible, then

Ud =−(Y d −A−1IId
)−1RdDd (9)

and

(Zd −P d(Y d −A−1IId
)−1Rd −B−1IId

)Dd = 0

Therefore as before, B−1 is an eigenvalue of

Zd −P d(Y d −A−1IId
)−1Rd, (10)

Dd is an eigenvalue of (10), and U d is obtained from (9).
These two systems of eigenvalue equations provide two sets of equations in two unknowns (A

and B). Figure 3 shows examples. (Details of the cases are eliminated for brevity.) Each graph
consists of multiple lines; the shades of the lines indicates whether they come from the first set of
determinant equations or the second. In these graphs, all A and B are real; however, A and B are
complex in general.

The values of A and B that are needed are those that simultaneously satisfy both sets of equa-
tions. They occur at the intersections of the lines in the examples of Figure 3 (because all eigenvalues
are real). We have observed that there are always M = IuJd +IdJu intersections (including possibly
repeated roots). There is always an intersection at A = B = 1. From these M values of Am,Bm, we
can find Xm, Uu

m,Du
m,Ud

m,Dd
m.
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Figure 3 A–B graphs

3.2. Boundary Equations

The remaining transition equations are used to develop expressions for πs for some of the bound-
ary states and for the cm coefficients. From them, the probability distribution and performance
measures can be derived.

4. Numerical Results
Consider a two-machine line whose machines are identical and have the Markov chain illustrated in
Figure 4. The probability of transition from the up state to the first down state is .1; the transition
probabilities from each down state to the next, and to the up state, is .98. In this case, the MTTF
is 10 time steps and the MTTR is 14 time steps. Note that the up time is geometrically distributed
while the down time is not. (It has a coefficient of variation of .3742.)

The graph on the right shows the probability distributions of buffer levels for buffer sizes 50,
100, and 150. The distributions have damped sinusoid-like appearance which is quite striking. We
attribute this to the near-deterministic down times of the machines.
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Figure 4 Example 1

The transition graph in the left side of Figure 5 is that of the upstream machine of a two-machine
line. The transition probabilities from each up state to the next, and from the last up state to the
down state, is .9. The transition probability from the down state to the first up state is .09. As a
consequence, MTTF=MTTR=11.11 so the isolated efficiency is .5. The downstream machine has
a single up state and a single down state, and the probabilities of repair and failure are both .01.
It also has an isolated efficiency of .5, but its MTTF=MTTR=100. The buffer size is 100.

The buffer level probability distribution again has the damped sinusoid appearance. In this case,
because the first machine has a nearly deterministic up time, it is essentially producing parts in
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almost-equal-sized batches. Note that the peak probabilities seem to be at close to multiples of
11.11.
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Figure 5 Example 2

5. Conclusion
We have briefly summarized a solution method for two-machine lines whose machines’ dynamics
are described by arbitrary Markov chains. We have demonstrated that the method works for buffers
of size 100, even though the line’s state space is large and complex.
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